In this paper, we begin a classification of simple totally antiflexible algebras (finite dimensional) over splitting fields of characteristic 42, 3. For such an algebra A let P be the largest associative ideal in A and let N be the radical of P. We say that A is of type (m, n) if N is nilpotent of class m with dim A =72. Define N¿ = zV¿_ j ■ N, N j = N, then A is said to be of type (m, n, d j, d2, ■ ■ ■ , d") if A is of type (m, n), dim(A'¿ -zV,-_ j) -d{ for 1 < i; < q and dim(/V¿ -7V¿ + j) = 1 for q < i < m. We then determine all nodal simple totally antiflexible algebras of types (zz, n), (n -k, n, k + 1), (n -2, n) (over fields of characteristic 4 2, 3) and of type (3, 6) (over the field of complex numbers). We also give preliminary results for nodal simple totally antiflexible algebras of type (zz -k, n, k, 2) and of type (m, n, <7i,-• • , d") in general with m > 2 (the case m = 2 has been classified by D. J. Rodabaugh).
ABSTRACT.
In this paper, we begin a classification of simple totally antiflexible algebras (finite dimensional) over splitting fields of characteristic 42, 3. For such an algebra A let P be the largest associative ideal in A and let N be the radical of P. We say that A is of type (m, n) if N is nilpotent of class m with dim A =72. Define N¿ = zV¿_ j ■ N, N j = N, then A is said to be of type (m, n, d j, d2, ■ ■ ■ , d") if A is of type (m, n), dim(A'¿ -zV,-_ j) -d{ for 1 < i; < q and dim(/V¿ -7V¿ + j) = 1 for q < i < m. We then determine all nodal simple totally antiflexible algebras of types (zz, n), (n -k, n, k + 1), (n -2, n) (over fields of characteristic 4 2, 3) and of type (3, 6 ) (over the field of complex numbers). We also give preliminary results for nodal simple totally antiflexible algebras of type (zz -k, n, k, 2) and of type (m, n, <7i,- and ?2. We will call y nilpotent or nil if y'" = 0 for some 72. If x in A implies x = a ■ l + z fot a in the base field and z nil, we say that A is nearly nodal.
A nearly nodal algebra is nodal if the set of nil elements do not form a subalgebra.
Preliminaries.
We will state some known results on the structure of simple totally antiflexible algebras.
We also need (see [l] , For a, ß in F and antiflexible maps cß , </> define aci +ßcj>-by 0jcpx + ßcf>2ix, y) = a ■ <f>xix, y) + ßcf>2ix, y).
It is clear that a.0 + ßcf> is an antiflexible map. Tt is known [4] that A is totally antiflexible if and only if A(c6) is totally antiflexible. Furthermore, if xji is an antiflexible map on A(cS), then AicpAixfj) = Aicf> +xfj).
We now summarize certain results in [l] , [4] by the following theorem. In a similar way we can prove the following.
Lemma 2.1. If A is a nodal totally antiflexible algebra over a field of is in / which is impossible. Therefore, suppose that a = 0, for every x in J and ] Ç N. Let x be in /, x 4 0. If x is not in Al, then for some x, x ■ z is in Al, and so there is a y with cp(x ■ z, y) 4 0. But then cp(x ■ z, y) is not nil with cf>(x ■ z, y) in /, which contradicts the fact that J Ç N. Hence A is simple.
For an antiflexible map cf> on an algebra A we define H(tp) = {cp(x, y): x, y ate in A \ and (x<7jy) = x *y -y *x where x * y = xy + cf>(x, y). Thus (xcßy) = (x, y) + 2cf>(x, y).
If H(ep) = Z(A) (the center of A) and if Z(A) 4 {0\ then Z(A) is a field [9] .
Hence H(cf>) CI N = Z(A) Cl N = J0| and we have proved the following lemma. 3. Nodal algebras of type (ra, n), in -k, n, k + l) and (n -2, ra Ifx-z?"-1 and y -a, we get cpia"" l, a) = ££" lß. aip, ß. in F. \ißQ = 0, then a generates a proper ideal of P(ç6). Hence ß /= 0 and so (25) is satisfied.
Conversely, suppose 0 satisfies (24) and (25) and / is an ideal of P(r/>).
Let x be in /, x /= 0, then x = £""/. a.a1, a. in F, i~ 1, ■ • ■ , ra -1. Let /' be the least integer such that a. / 0. Tf p\j then cj>ix*a, a"-'-A = cpixa, a""'"1)
On the other hand, if p\j then
is in / for some z; z is nil. Hence in either case for some positive integer r, (l -z)(l + z +■ ■ ■ + zr) = 1 is in /. Therafore / = P(cf>) and so P(cf>) is simple.
In a similar way we prove the following theorem. On taking x = a"~ ~ , y -a, we get cp(a"-k~l, «)= X aipa'P' a,p 1S in F-
7=0
If a = 0 then a generates a proper ideal of P(d>). So aQ ¡c 0 and we have (27).
The first part of (28) Having determined all nodal simple antiflexible algebras of types (ra, ra) and in -k, ra, k+ l), our next interest is those of type (ra -2, ra). If dim A' = 2 and dim N = 1 then dim N. = 1 fot all 2 < i < n -3 so that dim N = n -2. Since dim /V = « -1 we conclude that either dim Nx = 3 and dim N . = 1 for 2 < í < « -3 or dim N = 2, dim N = 2 and dim N . = 1 for 3 < 2' < ra -3. We have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. '/ N is of type in -2, ra) ¿¿era N ¿s either of the type in-2, n, 3) or of the type (ra -2, 2, 2).
We have determined all simple nodal totally antiflexible algebras of type (ra --2, ra, 3). So now we will be interested in algebras of type (ra -2, ra, 2, 2) and in general of type in -k, n, k, 2). We are now ready to prove the following theorem. Extend r/> bilinearly to P x P, then it is routine to verify that eS is an antiflexible map and (17) and (18) hold. Therefore, by Theorem 2.5, P(</>) is simple.
Having determined nearly simple algebras of type (ra -2, ra) our next interest is to find all possible antiflexible maps that give rise to simple antiflexible algebras of type (ra -2, ra). = 0 for ail i < k with p\i, p\k and k < ra -3. Then we have 0 = 0(çS(x, y), a"-k-2) = afec/)(öfe, a"-fe-2) = -k^/"', a). Hence by Theorem 2.5, P(q>) is simple.
Thus we have determined all nodal simple totally antiflexible algebras of type (?7 -2, zz) with 72 -2 > 3. The case ?z -2 = 3 will be solved in § IV of this paper.
In the rest of this section we will try to generalize some of the results obtained so far. Then it is easy to verify that cb is an antiflexible map.
In a similar way we prove the following lemma.
We need first to define </>],,• If A = V + W and cb is a map on A, define cb\v by rrS|"(t7 + tzz v + w A = cbiv., vA for z-., zy in V and zíz., iíz in W. Extend cb bilinearly to all of P x P. Then cb is antiflexible and P(cb) is simple. Extend 0 belinearly to all of P x P. Then it is a routine to verify that cb is an antiflexible map and P(c4) satisfies (17). Hence, by Theorem 2.5, Picb) is simple and the proof is complete.
Having characterized all nearly simple nodal algebras of type (3, 6) over the field of complex numbers we are now interested in finding all possible candidates for 0. Hence in ail cases 1 = (l -z)(l + z + z ) is in / and so / = P(z/j>). Therefore, P(cf>) is simple and we are done.
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